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ORGANIZATIONAL ASJ?ECI'S  OF  EIRIGATION  MANAGBBNT 
AT DEWAHUWA  TANK DURING  YALA  1986t  i 
BA-  m THE my 
! 
Field research on water  flows and agricultural production at Dewahuwa 
was initiated by  IIMI staff in mid-1985 during the &a  (dry)  season.  The 
primary focus was to understand the effects of irrigation management prac- 
tices on crop diversification from paddy  to other food crops (OFCs) such as 
chilli, lentil, soybean,  and onion.  In October  1985 the scope of the 
research was expand4 to include a  component focussing on organizational 
aspects of irrigation management. 
the 1985/86  maha  (wet)  season were reported in IIMI Working Paper  No, 1.1 
Results of the organizational component for the 1986  yala season are 
reported in this paper. 
management for crop diversification are currently in preparation by IIMI 
staff (S. M.  Miranda,  G. R.  Panabokke,  and others) and  will be published in 
this same  series of Working Papers. 
Research results of this component from 
The  results of the overall study on irrigation 
Rationale d  Objectives 
The concept of an irrigation "system" refers not only to physical 
aspects -- irrigation channels,  control structures, etc -- but also the mana- 
gement structure which plans,  designs,  constructs,  and operates the physical 
system,  The  two aspects,  the physical and the managerial, are interdependent 
in their functions, and  need to be understood as a  whole: 
technology, the layout of the canals, and  cropping patterns all constrain the 
way  the physical system can be managed, and the management skills of agency 
officials and  farmers constrain the kinds of physical system which is 
feasible.  This paper  discusses institutional aspects of irrigation manage- 
ment in one irrigation scheme,  Dewahuwa,  which  serves as a (relatively  small) 
example of major tank schemes managed  by  the Deprtment of Irrigation, 
The  choice of 
The  overall role of the social science component within the "crop diver- 
sification" research project was  to identify organizational constraints to 
the more  careful management required for irrigating OFCs,  to rinderstand  the 
underlying reasons for those constraints,  and  during a later phase  of action 
research, to suggest ways  pro,ject  management might address the constraints. 
* Research was  carried out by R. Ekanayake (Research  Assistant), with 
guidance from  S, Bulankulame (Research Associate), and  D. Croenfeldt (Staff 
Scientist).  Grateful acknowledgement is made  to E, Martin, S, Mirmda, and 
C.R.  habokke (Staff Scientists),  B.W. Bandara  (Research Associate)  I  md 
D.K.W.  Dias, P.B.  Aluwihare (Research  Assistants).  Special acknowledgement 
is also due to D.C.  Perera,  Pro,ject  Planager,  Dewahuwa, and to M. Mendis, 
Technical Assistant,  Mahailluppallama.  Any  errors or shortcomings in this 
report are the exclusive responsibility of  the authors. 
3 The  specific objectives of  the social science component during  the two 
seasons reported here were  to: 
>>  Dachent  farmers' management practices in water distribution and main- 
tenance ; 
Document  the role of farmer  representatives in irrigation  management; 
Document the practices of agency field staff and project staff in 
irrigation management, with particular reference to their interaction 
with farmers  and  fanner  representatives; 
Identify possible improvements to the existing institutional arrange- 





History and Physical Lamut 
Dating to the 3rd Century AD, the ancient tank of Dewahuwa  had been 
abandoned for centuries when it was reconstructed in the 1950s.  Farmers  from 
the reservoir area, from  surrounding villages, and  from more distant regions 
were allotted 2  ha parcels of irrigated land plus  '1.2  ha "highland" plots 
near  the comd  area. 
disrepair and was rehabilitated under a  Japanese aid project. 
designed command area has been expanded nearly 20% by unauthorized encroach- 
ments;  the original families allotted land have subdivided several times. 
mile most household economies remain primarily agricultural,  many  of the 
second and third generations rely on rainfed agriculture outside the scheme, 
supplemented by off-fam employment.  Land  tenure is fluid,  with more than 
half the operators farming land which  they do not own, 
family members who may  someday inherit the land they now lease; others who 
are classified as owners have  taken mortgages and are  actually tenants on 
their own  land.  Hidden tenancies are common,  since land transfers through 
either lease or sale are prohibited by law. 
3y 1970, the new system had  fallen into a state of 
Today  the 
Some  non-owners are 
The  physical layout of  the scheme comprises a  large tank with a  single 
main canal  from which distributary channels take off on  one side, to serve 
the command area.  The  highland residential area extends along the right side 
of the canal.. 
or from a distributary to a field chanriel  (F-Channel), is controlld  by a 
turnout gate which  is the responsibility of the Irrigation DepnrLment  to open 
or close.  Distribution of water below the turnout,  which may serve between 1 
and  15 allotments (or  up to 50 operators), is the responsibility of the far- 
mers  themselves.  The  system is divided into 9  Tracts based on hydrology, 
which  correspond roughly to the major distributaries (see  Map  1). 
Each  take-off pint  from the main channel to a  distributary, 
Methodology 
During both the maha  1985/86 and yala 1986  research seasons,  social 
research focussed on Tract 5, which was  selected because of its manageable 
size for studying social dynamics,  while being fairly represeritative of the 
scheme as a  whole.  During the maha season, a  census was  conducted of the 
residential units in Tract 5, and  then a sample of farmers  was  drawn from the 
4 
a- Tract 5  conunand  area and  interviewed about their irrigation practices.  In 
>=la 1986,  a  subset of that sample was  interviewed concerning irrigation 
practices, and  am additional sample of farmers in Tracts 3-6 was also taken, 
The  data gathering techniques employed included both  fonnnl  quest,ion- 
naires, informal interviews with farmers  and officers, and  observntioris of 
meetings and farming practices.  Participant observation was used, with the 
Research Assistant residing in the home  of  a farm  family, arid  int,ernct,ing 
informally with t,he  village residents on n day-to-day basis.  Jn ddjtion to 
recordiN data on questionnaires, daily notes were kept, from which biweekly 
reports  were written.  The  Research  Associate also conducted informal inter- 
views,  which have been incorporated into the report of the maha  1985/86  sea- 
son (see Footnote l). Data gathered by  the Staff Scientist consisted of in- 
frequent interviews,  and discussions with the Research Assistant. 
During the 1986  yala season, one of the F-channels from the previous 
season IFC-6)  was retained and another F-channel (FC-2)  was added, to 
comprise an "intensive"  sample which included all operators (n=60)  in 14 
allotments.  In addition,  an "extensive" sample of 97  operators was  taken 
from  50 allotments scattered over Tracts 3,  4,  5, and  6.  The extensive 
sample allotments were  selected to coincide with the sample used in the eng- 
ineering and  agricultural components of the crop diversification sttdy,  of 
which the research Teported  here forms one part.2 
t,& on R semi-rndvm bmis,  wi  t,h  prrfer'cncC  given  t.o  nllot  rarwt R  inclwhl in 
the  muha  1985/86 srunple,  for  the anlrc  of  drih cont,inuity.  Ik:tm~s3c a  50% 
bethma () land division was  practiced during the pla  1986 season, a  simple 
continuation of the previous season's sample was  not practical.  Within the 
sample allotments,  two (and  in some  cases,  three) operators were selected, 
with at least one from the bethma portion and  one from the owners' portion, 
A  single questionnaire form was  administered to a11 operators  in both the 
intensive and  extensive samples.  Interview and  observational data collected 
followed the same topics as during the previous season, with the addition of 
more detailed questions about credit,  o&pl  fees,  and beth  practices. 
The  allotnients were selec- 
OI#ZANIZATIWAL STRWIWRJ3  OF DEWAHUWA SCMPE 
Dewahuwa scheme comes under  the administrative districts of Matale and 
Anuradhnpura ,  Consequently, my  govemmmt,  officers hnve  rwqmrisi hi 1 it,i  r!s 
bth  within tlic  scheme  as well 09  outsictr  it.. 
Agriculture (Extension),  Agrarian Services,  nnd  the Lnritl  Conmimion  are the 
main government agencies involved in managing the scheme,  Lirdrages  between 
the irrigation and agriculture sectors are effected through the INPIAS3  sys- 
tem;  a  ??ro,ject Manager is expected to coordinate the work  of the officers of 
the above-mentioned agencies,  but without supervisory power  over  them. 
'Ilie  (lcpilc*trrrr!ril,R  of  1 r.rignt.jon, 
Although  the size of Dewahuwa's  command  area is less than the 8rea of a 
noml  Agrarian Services division, the scheme falls under two Agrarian  Ser- 
vices centers, each responsible for different parts of the scheme.  me  re- 
sult is that the scheme has two divisional officers, along with their subor- 
dinates.  For example,  there are three cultivation officers responsible for 
the commnd  awn,  all of whose  jurisdictions  ext,end bryand thr srhernc 
5 boundaries.  Until recently, there were two colonization officers responsible 
for different parts of the scheme (but  working from the same  office). 
present  there is only one colonization officer,  but he also has ,jurisdiction 
over areas outside the scheme. 
At 
The  organization of the Irrigation Department entails still mother set 
The  irrigation activities of the whole scheme 
However,  he also 
of  administrative boundaries. 
are &der  the supervision of one Technical Assistant  {TA). 
is respnsible for several minor irrigation tanks outside Dewahuwa  scheme. 
Figure  1  shows the relationships between the project manager  and key officer8 
having responsibility over aspects  of Dewahuwa  scheme. 
Figure 1. 
from  other agencies working in Dewahuwa. 
Organizational links between the Project Manager and  officers 
Irrigation  /kojq.t  Ag  Service  Manager  Agricultural  1  Land 
Deprtment  Center  Extension  Commission 
I 
2  'Do 
I 
3  Irrigators  3 'm 
.4 Laborers 
2  A1 
3  KVS  I  'p" 
1 FI 
Structure and  Function of Mjor Agencies 
Irrigation Department, The  TA  plays the key role in operation and main- 
tenance (M)  activities of the scheme, 
three field irrigators and four permanent irrigation laborers. 
casual  laborers are hired as needed. 
is in maintenance work  rather than water  delivery. 
Under him are one work  supervisort 
The  major task of the work  supervisor 
In addition, 
The three irrigators are responsible for water distribution in certain 
When  there is no water  issue they are expected to clean the  channel areas. 
main canal within their areas. 
the irrigators are from the Dewahuwa  area, 
land holders and the other is a land holder of the "lift irrigation area.4 
After the maha  season,  when  the entire command  area was cultivated, the work- 
ing areas of these irrigators were changed  in response to the 50% beth  land 
division of the 1986  yala season. 
sections, and  to provide work  for all three irrigators equally, 20 working 
dRys  per month were  given to ench. 
work  in two different areas within his 20  working days  (Figure  2). 
Unlike other permanent irrigation employees, 
Two  of them  are  sons  of original 
The  comnd area w89  divided into two 
As  a result, one  of the irrigators had to 
Irrigators receive instructions directly from the TA,  who  inspects the 
field periodically. 
ly and to co-uperate  with the farmer  representatives (FRs) dnr-itg the water 
Irrigators  are supposed to meet at the TA's  office week- 
6 
d Figure 2.  Work  distribution for three irrigators. 
I  Irrigator #1  I  Area  1  20 days 
Irrigator #2  ;----------------  I 
1  Area  2  10 days 
Irrigator #3  (Tracts 5-7)  20 days 




section of this report.]  The  four permanent  irrigation laborers are not 
originally from the scheme,  and live in Irrigation Department quarters. 
like the irrigators,  who  are hired on a  casual basis for daily wages, the 
permanent laborers are pid  a monthly salary and  do not work on government 
holidays. 
supervised by the work supervisor,  They  are not involved in water distri- 
bution activities and  they have little contact with the irrigators. 
[The  interaction between FRs  the irrigators is discussed in a later 
Vn- 
They are assigned certain channels to maintain and their work  is 
Mricultural Extension,  There  are two agriculture instructors (Ah) 
working  in the scheme.  The  AI responsible for Tracts  1-3  (plus some areas 
outside the scheme) is attached to the Galewela division,  Matale district. 
The  second A1  operates from the newly opened Agriculture Center in Tract 3, 
but has  responsibility for Tracts 4-9, 
ers (KVSs)  working in the scheme.  They  are responsible for conducting train- 
ing progrms,  mid  meeting farmers according to the "contact,  f'nnnct"' sysLem  (a 
variant of the Training and  Visit system),  arranging for demonstration plots 
of new  agricultural technologies,  and providing seasonal cropping plans. 
There  are also three extension work- 
Department of Agrarian Services.  Two  Agrarian Services Centers,  at 
Galewela and  Andiyagala, cover  parts of Dewahuwa scheme,  and the area of each 
Center  extends to other areas ctlso.  Three  cultivation officers (Cos) work in 
the scheme areas,  and again, the area of each extends beyond the boundaries 
of Dewahuwa  (e.g., small tanks and  rainfed cultivation areas).  The  major 
activities of the 0s  within the scheme  is to oversee the cleaning of F-chan- 
nels and distributaries, enforce regulations against stray cattle,  and  help 
farmers obtain necessary aricultural inputs. 
Land  Commissioner's Department,  At present there is a  colonization 
officer  (CJZO) and a  field instructor (his  subordinate) working in the scheme. 
Their responsibilities include settling land disputes and taking legal action 
against those who  misuse government land  or damage the irrigation structures, 
Recently, the collection of O&M  fees has also been  handled by  the CLO. 
field instructor works at the field level attending to land disputes and 
helping collect the o&M fees, 
land  prLions,  the CLO  plays u  significnrit; role. 
The 
When  farmers face a  problem in dividing bethm 
The  Irrigation Planagement Division (IPD):  The  Project Manager (PM)  is 
responsible for coordinating the work  of the other agencics for purposes of 
improved irrigation management.  A  major function of the PM is Lo  facilitate 
.the  development of farmer  organizations which can take over sane additional 
irrigation management functions.  The  PM has been at his post since 1984,  and 
prior to that served as a  colonization officer.  The PM organizes farmer 
k 
7  I meetings for the  three  Tract Committees (described  in a  later section)  and 
also arranges  farmer  training programs. 
Interaction of officers and  farmers, 
officers is mostly confined to the fortnightly tract committee meetings, and 
the mnthly project-level committee meetings. 
{e,g., AI, colonization officer, 'FA,  and project manager) takes place fre- 
quently through  informal meetings at the pro.ject office (located  just below 
the main sluice;  see Map  1). 
arranged through informal discussion between the project manager  and the TA. 
both in the field and at meetings. 
cers, Irrigators and  the Work  Supervisor rarely attend Tract Committee meet- 
ings,  but the former can normally be found in the field,  Of the Agricultural 
field officers,  Cultivation Officers are seldom seen either in meetings or in 
the field;  the KVSs, however, regularly contact with farmers,  In  the eyes of 
farmers,  the Irrigator is the most accessible of the field level officers, 
with the KVSs in second place,  and Cultivation Officers a  distant third.  Of 
the pro,ject  level officers,  the TA  is the best  known,  particularly among the 
original allottees with whom he has worked  for 15  years, 
Ker,  who  occupies a  new  post, is becoming well known,  The  Colonization Offi- 
cer (position  previously held by the Project linrlager)  has close canat  with 
farmers because of his involvement with land matters. 
Interaction between farmers  and 
Interaction among  officers 
Water issues and other irrigation plans are 
Field level officers are noticeably less visible than their superiors, 
Among  Irrigation Department  field offi- 
The  Project ha- 
Of  40 farmers  in Tract 5  who responded to the question, only 26% could 
recall meeting the TA  (Table 1) at least orice  durin$ the past two seasons, 
while 76% had  met the Irrigator (Table  2). 
extensive sample are significantly higher  (50% for the TA  and 83% for the 
Irrigator),  reflecting the influence of tenurial status on the level of inte- 
raction with these officers. 
of the Extensive sample includes a higher proportion of owner cultivators, 
and  these tend to interact more  closely with Irrigation officers. 
The comparative figures from the 
As  is pointed out in Table 16,  the composition 
Table 1.  kcasions when farmers have met the TA. 
REASON GIVEN 
He  come to inspect the field 
Regarding a water problem 
Regarding a  need of maintenance 
During a  meeting 
Friendly matters 
Regarding an official matter 
Regarding a  personal 
--------------------________1_11_ Table 2.  Occasions when farmers have  met the Irrigator. 
REASON FOR MEETING 
Intensive  Extensive 
n=6O  (%)  n=97  (%I 
Iinve  met the Irrigator 
Have  not met Irrigator 
Missing information 
38  76 
12  24 
10  - 
60  83 
12  17 
25  I 
Structure and Function of Farmer  Organizations 
The commartd  area of Dewahuwa  Tank consists of 465 paddy allotments, each 
of 5  acres, which were  allotted to individual families in the original land 
settlement of the 1950s.5  These allotments have been divided into 9 Tracts 
which in turn have been divided into a.total  of 28 "turnout groups." 
definition of turnout groups is based  only partly on hydrological boundaries, 
since allotments take water not only through outlets along the F-channels, 
but also, in some  cases, directly from a distributary or the main canal.  For 
example, in Tract  5  there are 65 allotments which  receive water from  25 tun?- 
out gates.  Five of the turnouts take off directly from the main canal;  the 
other twenty are served by the distributary, and  of these, fourteen provide 
water  to single allotments (see Map  2).  The  number  of allotments served by 
each turnout varies from  one (~15)  to twelve (n=l)  with a mean  of 2.6.  For 
each turnout group there  is a  farmer  representative (F'R).  In Tract 5  there 
are 4  FRs each  of whom is responsible fur between five to eight turnouts,  the 
majority of which serve only a one  or two  allotments (see Table 3). 
The 
Table 3. 
number  of allotments served, Dewahuwa,  tract  5. 
Number of turnouts covered by  each farmer rep by 
Farmer Reps  are selected in a meeting of fanners  from the respective 
turnout area; some were also nominated by the Project Manager  when positions 
were vacant.  Appintments are made  according  to standard IMD policies6 and 
are given the same  legal authority as  Vel Vidane under the 1979 Agrarian 
9 Service Act; thus they we  entitled to collect "sa1aries'' in kind [see below 
for a  discussion of payments], 
Many FRS are original allottees and previously served in some official 
capacity such as vel vidme,  members of the "Govi Karaka  Sabha",  and members 
of the productivity committees.  In tract 5,  for example, one FR is the for- 
mer  Secretary of the Productivity Committee (1970-77)  and another FR was  m 
irrigation agent under  the Productivity Conunittee.  A  third FR has been 8 vdl. 
vidme since the inception of  the Scheme  in the 1950s.  Although farmers 
often prefer to select relatively young FEzs,  my  of these young farmers  do 
not have a legal right to the land;  however, the Project Mmmger  can nominate 
them when  positions fall vacant.  For example, in Tract 8  two such young 
€anhers were appointed by  the Rl, and in Tract 5, of three  new FRs who were 
appointed,  one was a  young  second generation farmer. 
1 
Tract Committees and the Roject Committee.  The  28  turnout group which . 
form  the 9  Tracts of Denahuwa  Scheme,  are grouped into three "tract consnit- 
tees"  composed of the 
committees are: (1) Tracts  1-4,  (2) Tracts 5-7,  and  (3) Tracts  8-9.  From 
these three committees, a  Project Cornittee is farmed,  composed  of 12 FRs 
plus project-level officers  (the TA,  Do,  AI, and COL)  under the coordination 
of the Project Manager. 
IWacts 1-4  md Tracts 5-7) meet together,  while the tail-end tract cotranittee 
[Tracts  8-9)  meets seprately. The  Tract 8-9 Committee has more of an active 
farmer organization created more  by an energetic monk,  than a  result of the 
IWW  program. 
concerned FRs  and the field level officers,  The  three 
In practice, the two head-end Tract Cumittees 
. 
[This  issue is discussed in a  later section.] 
The  Tract Committees  meet every fortnight and the Project Cornittee 
every month, to allow the ERS  to meet farmers before and  after the Trnct 
wet.irig~  rind  frwI tmch  their  coiiwwrit,3  t c)  ttw Pro,jr\c:t  Cccnmwni  t.t.cc.  nut.  mrw-  c 
rally lie  FRs do riot  consider  t,luit  feed  lutok from  fntmcrs is  rwcdrd.  Fatm2r.s 
can attend Tract  Cornittee meetings if they wish, but their participation is 
rare,  During one Tract Committee Meeting in yala  1986,  a  farmer  from tract 5 
requested a  change in the date of  the next water issue.  After discussing the 
issue with project officers, the change he requested was  accepted.  Apart 
from this particular incident the participation of general farmers  at Tract 
Corranittee  meetings is generally confined to periods of critical decisions 
such as deciding the start of the next season's water issues, or after the 
momcement  of a new program  such as a credit scheme.  3 
2 
Both  Tract. Commit,tecs  mept on Friclnys,  the rnnr1cr:t.  dny  nl. Mnlr~ilul;ln~wtt~n, 
so  t.tw  nicvbxs of the Coinni t,t ITS  ( t tic-  I~'l?s)  t'itti  rtI.t,c*ticI  (tri  roiil  1% Lo or  l'rvm 
this weekly market. 
friends they have encountered in the market. 
at the Project Committee meetings, where  farmers may  attend as observers; 
they may  have a  particular interest in the proceedings,  or the meeting my 
simply be an adjunct  to their day at the market. 
generate interest mong general farmers  in becoming a  FR and  serves to 
broaden the base of the farmer organization. 
At the Project Conanittee meeting, the Project Manager  gives a  briefing 
As  a consequence the W  are sonietirnes  accompanied by 
A similar dynamic is observed 
This situation appears to 
of the previous meetings, and  then makes announcements or opens discussion of 
10 any problems presented by the FRs.  The priority matters to he discussed 
depend  on the the cultivation cycle arid  the  requirements of the  fnrmprs. 
the beginning  of the season credit is important;  during harvest.,  nurketjm is 
important, 
lems were the major issue. 
At 
However, during most of  the yala 1986  meetings, irrigation prob- 
Relationship between farmer  reps and  farmers.  The  relationship between 
the Fks and farmers depends  very much on  the  individuals concern&. 
rally the Fns keep contact with the allotment owners whether or not they are 
the actual oy>erators.  However, in drawing up  the cultivation plan, there is 
an attempt to meet all cultivators, irrespective of their tenurial status, 
The  authority of  the FR in dealing with non-owners stems from  his personal 
relationship  with them,  and  in a  sense of mutual interest.  In  tract 5 an FR 
asked certain leasee farmers to clean their chnrinct  sections  rmd the work  was 
done;  later he attempted to help them with a  water  problem. 
Gene- 
Farmers do not meet as a  group with their FR; rather,  the FR attends to 
the problem of  individual farmers upon an individual request,  e.g., to inter- 
cede with the TA  to ask for more water.  In some cases the FR can take direct 
action by closing head-end outlets along the F-channel to allow water  to flow 
to the tail, or by adjusting the Turnout gate. 
Irrigator or  (usually)  the TA.  However, for most water  problems at the level 
of the F-channel, farmers do not go  to their FR,  but make their own  arrange- 
ments.  [These  practices are described in the section on Water  Distribution.] 
For problems of  water scar- 
.city in the distributary or mnin canal  he  would need to seek help from the 
Selection of farmer  reps.  The  selection of  FRs  is supposed to be car- 
ried out every three years  through majority election by the legal fanners of 
'the  turnout groups.  A  representative from the Department of  Agrarian Ser- 
vices (DAS)  must be present at the election meeting, since the FRs are entit- 
led to "salaries" only if duly registered according to the Agrarian Services 
Act.  The Project Mma&r  plays the major role at these meetings and  explains 
the functions of the FR,  Usually the F'ro,ject  Planager has am idea concerning 
who  should be selected, based on his own  knowledge of the farmers,  arid  in 
most, but not all cases this would be the person elected. 
Selection of  FREI  for three turnout groups in trmt  5  ms  corrducted  in n 
joint meeting without  the prticiption of  the Project Fhager; the Cultiva- 
tion Officer was  the DAS  representative, Of 49  legal land owners about half 
of them  were present.  In one group, 
only 5 of 14  legal farmers were present; they elected a young  second genera- 
tion farmer who  had no legal land rights.  In the second group 8 of  14 far- 
mers were present;  they elected an original allottee who had never before 
held an office, but who had been vacal  in complaining about the  responsive- 
ness of the officers.  His land is located along the only F-chnnnel in this 
turnout group.  The  third group elected an FR who purchased an allotment from 
an  original allottee 17 years ago.  This land is served by  a direct issue 
from  the distributary.  For the last turnout group  in tract 5, which consists 
of 16  allotments, the former  farmer  rep was  reappointd.  This meeting took 
place  separately with 14  farmers present. 
Each twnout group  elected its own  F'R. 
. &went  for the farmer  rep,  Payments to the FRs  for 
kind.  'In  ~~CCOKY~~I~C~  with the Agrari tin  Sm-viccs 
bushel  per  acre per  season.  In Dewahuwa, since 
ons is uncertain, an arrangement was  made  to pay 
a  season.  During the 1986 y-ala kanna meeting, th 
extra cash pjment  for yala, but it was not 
is the responsibility of the land owner; in 
t is generally made with the owner who makes 
rtgaged,  it becomes  much more difficult fop 
rom the owner,  although in many  cases the FR is 
the operator to pay at least a  portion of the salary.f 
On the average,  Fas receive about 75% of  their en 
of  the tail-end turnout group in Trmt 5 received 2 
125  in cash  (one farmer pid  in cash) from 16  allo 
e farmers did not pay at all end  3  other farmers 
t.  One  FR having  two  turnout areas (In  the middle a 
act  5  only one FR was  handling two positions as a te 
ted that he received a total of  60 bushels of paddy 
acres); only 7  farmers did not pay at least something 
-end  turnout group  received salnrius from 13 hrmers; 
gagee,  did not pay at least something. 
Farmers' relationship with the farmer  rep.  Only 1 
Intensive simple reported that they had received h 
ntage in the Extensive sample is much  higher (26% 
s  in tenurial status of  the samples, and  the ef 
r-FR  relationship.  Nearly all farmers were  able to 
(Intensive  sample, 97% and  Ektensive sample,  99%). 
selected was less widespread; 62% of the Int 
Extensive sample were aware of the selection proc 
r, farmers'were  clearly of the opinion that the FR 
the Intensive sample and  72% of the Extensive is 
tion of the FR is needed. 
Whether  or not farmers  seek help from their 
tarice  (either to farmers  or field officer 
f  the farmer  8s  on the nature of the probl 
do not have the right to approach officers 
land owners  or the FR. 
bypassing the FR. 
Other farmers go 
Of the 55  rcsporidcri 
they seek help directly from officers (us 
ems,  while 55% said they first go to the 
y  33% appeal directly to m offiorr; 66% fi 
md  Interaction  Among  Farmers within the Turnout 
Except for meetings to select the FR  (eve 
farmers follow the logic of informal  soc 
antage, rather than that of a foml  orgmi 
topography,  some  allotments within a  single Turnout  Groupmy rec 
meetings of farmers  at the turnout  level. 
1 
12 water from different channel sources, 
turnout group consists of 14 allotments,  of  which 5  take water directly from 
the distributagy, while the others take water from two F-channels. 
water the direct issue holders and  those from the F-channels do not neces- 
sarily have to cooperate. 
For example in tract 5,  the head  end 
In taking 
Fng  farmers taking water from the same  F-channel,  cooperation becomes 
more  of an issue.  No formal  rotation system is practiced within the F-chan- 
nel; all farmers usually try to take water simultaneously.  When  water  flows 
are low, 
head-end of the F-channel.  Normally this is done wit,hout  the knowledge  of 
the head-end  farmers,  either at night or when the head-enders are not pre- 
sent.  However, on some  occasions head-end farmers voluntarily closed their 
outlets after they had taken what they considered an adequate amount,  to 
allow water to flow to the tail. 
tnil-enders can get water only by  closing the outlets along the 
A  group of tail-end farmers in F-Charmel  6 (which itself  is the tail-end 
F-channel on  the Tract 5  distributary) carried out both channel cleaning and 
water distribution activities on a  cooperative basis during yala 1986,  This 
group of farmers  from  5  different allotments stands as the lone example of an 
informal organization observed during the study.  This particular group con- 
sisted of leasees, mortgagees and  family tenure cultivators.  One  leasee 
farmer initiated the activities which centered around getting water to the 
tail-end of the F-channel both  through clenning  the chanriel  very thoroughly, 
and  by  closing head-end outlet along the F-channel,  as well as hem1 end turn- 
out gates and direct outlets along the distributary during the night,  This 
group was first observed during maha  1985/86,  and although the members of  the 
group charged  when bethma farmers twrc nssj  grid to thesc a1  1 uLnimh for  t,hc 
yala season,  the group continued to worlr  together effectively. 
The  meeting center for the group was  a temporary hut where one of  the 
leasees lived during the cultivation season. 
especially useful in arranging night irrigation.  Another factor underlying 
the success of this group was the cooperation of  the Irrigator,  who  was  on 
friendly terms with the group and  sometimes helped them by  closing head-end 
pipe outlets (along the F-channel),  direct issues (along the distributary), 
and  adjusting head-end turnout gates.  During maha  1985/86 a  few  members of 
this group cooperated in other cultivation activities in addition to water. 
One of the group owned a tractor which he provjdrd  Lo  the oth(3r.q on credit, 
arid  also provided no-interest  finruicing  for othr i  rrpiits 
His continual presence was 
Other Organizations in Dewahuwa 
In addition to the ubiquitous death donation societies there are also 
various small rural development societies. 
ment society is located just outside the scheme in Watakoluwawa  but has many 
members from within Dewahuwa. 
tions connected with Sarvodaya. 
One  quite active rural develop- 
There are also some village level organiza- 
The  Dewahuwa  Development Society functions under  the supervision of the 
project manager.  This society was  established when JICA doririted a  number  of 
two wheel tractors during  the 1983 yala season,  but it did not become active 
13 
I il maha  1985.  There  are 70  members who  have  paid the 
Members are entitled to hire the tractors for Rs 40 
3 where  JICA  introduced.  Imd consolidation to facili 
rs serve as officers in the society, though  most  of 
Meetings a 
The Wugehinna farmer Organization established in I 
r than the market  price.  Most  of the 
es are  supervised by  the Project Wager, 
of  the Nayaka  Thero of  Wugehinna temple, is .the 
ation in Dewahma.  Its membership is about 70-80 
e from Tracts 7-9 at the tail end  area of  the sch 
Other posts 
members. 
is the president of the organization. 
nt under the Small-Farmer Organization projmt, 
According to the pioneer members of the society, it was establis 
nse to the difficulty of  acquiring water  in the 
The  organization is linked with the 
A  number of  farmers gathered at the temple  to di 
e Thero,  LELter,  along with the farmers, he met th 
The TA  agr 
tail-end on a rotational basis so the flow would be  e 
ng  with the  TA  and  Project Manager.. 
initial success,  the fanners met regularly with the 
ya days.  The  Thero suggested that they register th 
Orgmization in order  to obtain  low-interest c 
The organization was  registered in early  198 
ased md in 1985  and 1986  they received more inputs 
ing the earlier loans, 
e to get fertilizer on credit in maha 1984,  At 
For yala 1986  the organiclati 
in credit from  the regional branch  of the Cent 
The founding  of this organization was  an expr 
existing management arrangements  in the sch 
we  were initially somewhat antagoni 
ion ceremony  (Aluth Sahal Elangallapi), the Project 
ate it  an 8 project level, but  the members  of  this orga 
it separately.  Ixrring  yala 1986 th 
tion be  empowered  to take maintenance  cont 
was  rejected by  the District Minister.  Gr 
tioriship has emerged between the project 
I  At  the beginning of maha  1986/87,  the 
zed co-operative  channel cleaning, whi 
ment. 
with the Tract Committee for Tract 8 
By the end  of that season the 
Water  distribution from the tank sluice, along the mirr  canal, thror 
atributary gates and  down to the F-chmie 
ty of the Irrigation Department.  Wi 
e their own  arrangements for water d 
p from the FR. 
14 A  plan for cultivation and  water issues is established at the pre-season 
kanna  meeting, normally held one  or two months  before the first, waLer  issue. 
In this wc-tion,  the planning ptm*r'~.s  is out,l irrd  with ptrl  icirlr~r  wfc~r~<~ri(v 
to the organizational aspects of reconciling  the individuaJ  cimiiuiids  wi  t.h  the 
interests of  the whole scheme.  Following this is a  discussion of water dis- 
tribution practices, cleaning and maintenance,  and payment of  O&M  fees. 
The blaming Process 
In February 1986 the cultivation plans for the yala season were  presen- 
As  is the normal practice in 
ted to the farmers  in a  "pre-kanna" meeting, and  then ratified (with some 
modifications) at the regular kanna meeting. 
Dewahuwa  for the yala season,  a project-level bethma land division was insti- 
tuted,  by which only that proportion of  land  that can be securely irrigated 
for the entire season is included in the bethma  Rrea. 
Beth  land division.  Based on tank volume and expectations of rain, it 
was  decided to cultivate 50% of the total command area: all  of Tracts 1-2  and 
4-6,  roughly hnlf of Tract  3, part  of Tract  7,  and nothing in l'mcts 8-9. 
The  exact proportion of land to be included was proposed by  the TA and Pro- 
ject Manager,  and then ratified by  those farmers attending the pre-karma 
meeting (and later re-ratified in the official karma meeting),  The  areas  to 
be served was the topic for a great deal more give and  take,  to accommodate 
the exigencies of water conveyance and  regulation, and  farmers' preferences. 
The major issue for yala 1986 was  whether to irrigate Tract 7  (towards 
the tail end) or Tract 3  (towards  the head).  The  TA  wished to avoid Tract 7, 
as water could be lost through the long conveyance along the main canal. 
Farmers whose  residences were near the tail, however, preferred to cultivate 
near their homes.  The compromise reached  was to irrigate only 12 allotments 
in Tract 7 (20%  of the total area) and about  50% of Tract 3.  A  list of 
allotments to be irrigated,  and allocation of bethma farmers,  wm  drawn up  by 
the project management,  Beth  farmers were asked to visit their allocated 
lands on a  certain day,  and FRs were asked to be present to assist in divid- 
ing individual allotments into an "owner" portion (although  the actual culti- 
vator(s1  are often not owners) and a "bethma"  portion, 
of  allotments took place on various days, according to the availability of 
all parties: owners,  bethma partners, FRs,  and  project officers.  In cases 
where the bethma partners leased out their land portions, the leasees usually 
took the responsibility of being present for the actual land division.  Table 
4  lists those present during the bethma division, 
who  were not present for the bethma divisions were leasees who  arranged the 
lease with the bet-  owner  after the division was  made. 
who  did not intend to cultivate himself,  did not concern 'himself  with being 
present for the division. 
The actual division 
Many  of those cultivators 
The  bethma Owner 
During  the Project Level  corivrii t tce rneeti rig  wtiere bectlmiii  m.rmigc!iii(:ri ts 
were discussed, the officers aslred  owner farmers  to divide the betluna  and  . 
owner  portions perpendicular to the F-channel,  in order to share equjtably in 
the different soils found on the plot  (e,g.,  well-drained soils near the 
channel,  and  more poorly-drained soils further down the allotment).  This 
suggestion was  generally followed,  However, in certain parts of Tracts 2-4, 
I *I 
I 











was  not divided  8 
20 
JICA  land consolidation had taken place, fa 
pmllel divisions in mirs, so that the bethm pr 
rent portions: one at the upper  end of the allotmen 
In many  cases  the "owner"  farmer (who my  be a 
ight to cultivate the bethma portion as well,' In  the 
32% of the farmers were bethma partners. 
Cropping  decisions.  Some  farmers made  a dec 
crops  they would grow  even kfmc the  din  se 
end. 
3x3''  included many of the owner  cultivators and some 
land arrangements with the owners. 
ion since they did not know  the type of land 
cal constraints Itnfluencing  crop choice include both 
ity of water.  However,  even here farmers  h 
allocated a tail-end plot in Tract 5 leased it out 
ther area of the same  tract where  he could cultivate 
Beth  farmers co 
Owners have the advantage of knowing what t 
md to some extent the availability of wat 
p type also hinges on other factors such 
eting expectations. 
re finalized at the kanna  meeting  in February, many 
the area that would  come under bethma 
posits  to the land owners. 
itment during the mha seas 
had cultivated a 
te chilli early in yal 
for greater income. 
er to begin cult 
and was  able to cultivate green gram  twice during the 
During the maha  season the agricultural of 
quantity of seed they required, but they did 
At the kanna meeting Fkoject Offic 
i,  in order to limit  the 
16 season.  Based on 
high market price 
the experience of the 
for chilli of as much 
previous yak,  farmers expected 
as Rs 4O/kg a few months after 
,. 
8. 
harvest. For-soybean  they thought that the market  price would be low since it 
had been cultivated in nearby chena areas during maha.  However, the Oils and 
Fats Coorporation agreed to purchase soybean at Rs 7/kg  which resulted in 
many farmers choosing soybean as their primary yala crop.  Another reason for 
growing at least some soybean wa3  to produce seeds  for use in next  maha's 
chena'cultivation. With the exception of  soybean,  most farmers did not have 
a  clear idea as to where  they would  sell their crop. 
arrangements with muc3alalis to obtain inputs on credit in return for selling 
their crop at harvest, 
Some made  informal 
Water issue plans.  The plan  presented at the kanna  meeting WRS to issue 
water from 1-15 May  for land preparation, with rotational issues  beginning 
from 25  Play.  Water issues would be for 2  days' duration every 10 days.  3e- 
cause of rains, the time of land preparation was advmced and land prepara- 
tion issues began nearly a month  earlier, on  4  April.  Water issues were in- 
terrupted on 3rd  May as 8  result of damage to the control gates constructed 
at tract 7 (the  boundary of  the bethma area), and then continued to 15 May. 
Within certain distributaries,  including Tract 5, a  rotation was  planned 
to divide the head-end portion from the tail-end and deliver water at sew- 
ate times.  According  to the plan  for Tract 5,  the head-end turnouts were to 
be closed during the first day of water issue to allow water to flow to the 
tail, and  would then reopen on the second day,  There was no plan for the 
third day which was considered m "off" day,  since the sluice waa closed. 
However, because of the time lag in water  conveywce,  and  variations in the 
exact  time the sluice was closed,  water normally flowed in the distributary 
on the third day,  Within the turnouts,  no rotations were  planned; farmers 
were expected to take water continuously,  or to work  out ad hoc arrangements 
for sharing the flow. 
Water Distribution 
During the period of  land preparation there were no rotations within the 
distributaries.  In Tract 5  water wastage was  observed as channels over-flo- 
wed their banks  in several places. 
tively (though  not legally) in the hands of the fanners.  During much  of  the 
time there was  excess water in the head  end and scarcity of water in the tail 
end.  However on certain days  during land  preparation issues when  the head- 
enders had too much water, they would close their om intakes and  let the 
water flow to the tail, giving those fanners more  water than they could use, 
and rendering it impossible to prepare  the land  for OKs.  As a  result, some 
hi1 end  frtmcrs  intervend Rt,  t.hc  hcmd  Prid  l~y  reoyxwirig  thr.  hrrd  tnd  dmt,w - 
- the oppsitc of  their normal  practice.  Or1  mother oct-asion when not enough 
water  was  flowing to the tail (also  during  the land preparation issue) a 
farmer adjusted the distributary gate  (the  offtake from the main canal) to 
bring more water to the tail.. 
Control of the turnout gates WRS effec- 
In the Intensive sample 44% of  the farmers said that whenever  there was 
water in the F-channel they could get water  to their allotments. 
third (29%) of the farmers  in the Intensive sample said that they had to 
Nearly one- r to flow on the first day,  while the other tended to c 
18 Tail end farmers relied more  on  the second  (and sometimes  third) day of 
the water issue than on  the first  day, which was their official "due day." 
To get water  into the tail-end of  their tail-end F-channel  (FC  6), the far- 
mers would  close the head-end pipe outlets within the F-cbnnriel,  arid the 
upstream  turnout gates along the dis  Lr  i t)ut,nr*y,  In tuldit ion  t+o t~d~  irig di  recta 
action, the farmers sought the help of  the Irrigntor, who sometime3 closed 
head-end  turnouts at their request,  even on the "due day" of  the head-end. 
Water  distribution in other tracts.  Water  rotations in Tract 3  were the 
responsibility of  the Irrigator.  According  to the TA's  instruction, the 
irrigator should close the turnout gate of  FCI during the first day of  the 
rotation, and  let water  flow to the tail-end (FC5) first.  In practice,  how- 
ever, this pattern was not followed.  During  certain water  issues, F'C1  was 
closed on the first day; during other issues it was  closed on  the second day, 
and during some water  issues it was not closed at all. 
factor in Tract 3  was that half  the tract was  outside the officially recog- 
nized comd  arm  for the yala season.  However,  some  fritmiers  owning  Irmd  in 
this "non-bethma"  area attempted  (successfully) to cultivate using drainage 
water;  they would  increase their water supply by  closing the head-end Fc3 to 
let water  flow into their areas. 
One  complicating 
In Tract 6, rotations among  F-channels were  practiced on  certain occ- 
asions.  When  there was a water  shortage in the tail-end, the Irrigator would 
close the direct issue gates along  the  hrd-end  of  the distribul.nr*y,  rather 
than closing the F-channel turnout gates,  However,  during the night, tail- 
end farmers tended to  close the F-channel turnout gates to get water  to their 
without the knowledge of the farmers and  as a result, one F-channel could not 
get water  at all. 
and  was  attributed to bad  communication. 
tion within Dc 2  (Tract 6) was  carried out by  the FR of  the area. 
would  block the tail-end of  the distributary during the first day of  the 
water issue using rice straw  and a wooden plank. 
by  tail-end farmers and  the meliability of  the duration of  the water  issues 
made  it impossible  to continue the rotations on  a regular basis. 
I  tail-end allotments.  The duration of one water  issue in June  was reduced 
This matter was  discussed at the Tract Committee Meeting, 
During part of  the season a  rota- 
The  FR 
However,  night irrigation 
Water  distribution within the allotment.  The  most  significant division 
within the allotment was  the boundary between  the bethma portion and the own- 
er's  prtion.  Although  there were many  cultivators in each allotment  (an  av- 
erage of  4.3  in the Tract 5  Intensive sample area), cultivation rarely cross- 
ed the bethma  boundary.  The soil types available to cultivators in both the 
owner  and  bethma portions were usually divided equitably by dividing the al- 
lotment perpendicular to the F-channel.  However, access to the single outlet 
from  the F-channel was  usually controlled by  the cultivator on  the owner  side 
of  the divide. 
to get water  simultaneously by making  field ditches. 
Apart from these constraints, some  allotments were arranged 
Mutual arrangements  to share water  during the issue took into account 
not only the lay of the land,  but the distance the cultivator would  have  to 
travel from his residence.  3ethma  partners residing in distant tracts  (e.g., 
Tracts 8-9) would  sometimes be  given preference by the land  owner  for irri- 
gating when  convenient.  More  often the bethmn  cultivators would  not try to 
19 compete with the owner  for water on the first day of issue,  but would wait 
until the second day  to come  to the fields.  Some of these intret-allotment 
arrangements were carried out in conflict with the pattern of water distribu- 
tion within the distributary, 
Some  farmers reported that they did not need to actively irrigate at all 
for many water issues because their fields are irrigated from the drainage 
and  seepage  from adjacent fields within the allotment. 
6,  who  cultivates soybean, prepared &sin  plots to catch the run-off from ad- 
jacent fields,  Table 6 gives farmers’  responses regding water  distribution 
within the allotment. 
One  farmer in Tract 
Night irrigation.  Night irrigation is practiced not only because of 
intense water demand  during the day,  but also because of perceived crop water 
requirements md informal rotational arrangements among operators.  One &ad- 
end direct issue holder in Tract 5  reported that he irrigated at night so 
that bethma  cultivators (within  the same allotment) would have time to take 
water after he finished.  Farmers cultivating OKs  prefer  to irrigate their 
entire area  in one heavy dose and  then let the water drain off,  to avoid 
waterlogging the plane. 
unreliable (because  of heavy demand),  than night flows,  they sometimes prefer 
to irrigate at night.  However, the majority of night irrigators  were tail 
enders who  were  unable to irrigate during the day-time.  Some  tail enders 
used  to stay on the field throughout  the night waiting until the head end 
farmers leave their fields, so they can close the head end gates. 
Cleaning and Maintenance 
Since day-time flows tend to be more erratic and 
As  a  general rule,  cleaning F-channels md certain distributaries is the 
domain of farmers;  cleaning the main canal md some distributaries, plus 
maintaining all channels, is the responsibility of the Irrigation  Department. 
Cleaning activities.  Chmnel  cleaning by  the Irrigation Department is 
done  by the Irrigation Laborers  under the supervision of the TA and  the  Work 
Supervisor, 
additional casual workers as needed.  In Tract 5  (the  Intensive sample), far- 
mers  were responsible for cleaning the distributary; In some of the distribu- 
taries covered by the Extensive sample,  the Irrigation  Department took care 
The four laborers and three irrigators are each assisted by 
20 of cleaning most or all of the channel. 
the distributaries during yala 1986 as well as the two previous seasons. 
Table 7  presents farmers’  knowledge of who organized the cleaning. In many 
cases farmers were unaware of both who  did the cleaning and who  organized  it; 
these were generally leasee farmers who  were not present when cleaning WAS 
carried out towards the beginning of the season. 
Table 6  presents data on who cleaned 
Table 6. 
Dewahuwa, yala (Y)  1985 and 86,  and  maha  (M) 1985-86. 
Percentage breakdown showing who  cleaned the distributary, 
Intensive (n=60)  Extensive (n=97) 
Y  86  M 85/6  Y  85  Y 86  M 85/6  Y 85 
Table 7. 
Dewahuwa,  yala 1986. 
Percentage breakdown showing who organized distributary cleaning, 
The plan  for the cleaning F-channels was presented at the Kma  Meeting; 
in addition, it  was  discussed in Tract Committee and  Project-level meetings 
both before and after the Kanna Meeting.  According to the cultivation plan, 
the F-channels and  distributaries should be cleaned  twice during  the season. 
The final dates for cleaning were April  20  and June  10.  The  farmers who 
failed to clean the channels by  these date would  be fined for 5/= per  meter 
of uncleaned section.  In addition if more  thm one third of an area (or  F- 
channel) were  not cleaned, water  would not be  issued for that area. 
According to project officials only 5% of  the farmers had cleaned  their 
sections by the first deadline (April  20)  for the first  channel cleaning. 
The Project Manager made  arrangements for various field-level officers to 
inspect  the channels and  report  on  uncleaned channel sections.  At a monthly 
Project Meeting, discussions were held about  taking  action against the farm- 
ers who  had not cleaned their channels. 
of  farmers who failed.  to clean the channels.  To take action under  the 
Agrarian  Services Act,  the Cultivation Officer should certify the same. 
The  FRs were asked to produce  a list 
But 
21 . .. 
prepration of the list was  not followed RS planned, since mrmg  FRs 8s well 
as the mltivation Officers were reluctant  to take action against their 
fellow farmers. 
cers to inspect the channels. 
the second cleaning of the channel. 
inspection arid  according to the calculation of the Project Manager, the 
chmel  cleaning by that date was  roughly 75% completed. 
Finally the date of June  10 was fixed for the project offf- 
This date was  the deadline originally set for 
A  number  of officers participated in tihe 
Cleaning of channel sections is supposed  to be done by both the owner 
.  farmers as well as the bethma farmers  in each cultivated allotment.  While 
both participated in cleaning,  the operators in the owner’s portion tended to 
do  the major share of cleaning, since bethma farmers do not have the same 
stake in neighborly relations as do the more  permanent cultivators. 
the F-chamels,  cleaning was  usually done individually, or organized in verg 
small groups.  In such cases,  the organizing was more often done  by the  far- 
mers themselves than by the FR (Table  8). 
Within 
Table 8. 
Dewahuwa,  yala 1986, 
Percentage breakdown  showing who organized F-Channel cleaning, 
Maintenance activities.  Usually just before the season starts, the 
Irrigation Department officers ask  the FRs about my urgent needs for 
maintenance work. 
paid a  visit to the field to inspect maintenance needs, according  to a plan 
outlined in a  Project Meeting. 
asked to present their suggestions for maintenance work. 
the officers, the fanners’  participation was  goor. 
not notified the farmers  to be present,  and other fanners  who had been 
notified failed to come. 
During June and  July ( 1986) the TA  and  the PrajecZ &mager 
Farmers and FRs  in each turnout area were 
During the visit of 
In some cases the FRs  h 
Nonetheless, the extent of the  work  for each turnout group was finali 
through an agreement with the FRs,  considering the amount of o&M fees coll 
ted from the area and the priority of  the work.  Finally m estimate was pre 
pared  (by the TA1  for each turnout group and  presented to the Deputy Direclo 
of the Irrigation Department. 
mittee Meeting on the 1st of August.  For Tract 5, the amounts in Table 9 
were  proposed. 
The final estimate was  presented in the Com- 
The  FRs were asked to organize the work, and to get the prticipti 
farmers who  had paid the maintenance fee. 
the FRs were authorized to retain &.lo/=  per  cube of soil.’ 
As a  payment for organizing wo 
Since the t 
22 costs was estimated  at Rs.45/= per  cube, it was later decided that the F'R 
Table  9.  Cost  estimates for field channel maintenance,  yala 1986 
A  5  10  4350.00  93 
B  5  11  3900.00  -- 
C  5  13  6332.50  136 
'B  5  I2  5280.00  -- 
should retain only Rs.5/= from each  cube. 
August,  with most  of  the labor comprising local farmers and  their children, 
but without considering whether OF not they had paid their o&M fees. 
the work  carried out went  beyond,  or around, the terms of  the estimate,  For 
example, in the head-end turnout of  Tmct  5,  the estimate called for filling 
certain sections of two field channels.  Instead, one  field channel was 
partly filled and  most of  the labor was  spent to clean the distributary which 
should be  cleaned by the farmers seasonally (and nt no pay). 
Maintenance work  began in mid- 
Some  of 
This work was  the first use of  the 0 &  M  fees which  had been  collected 
since 1984  (see following section).  As discussed in the Committee  Meeting, a 
major  objective of  the work was  to demonstrate some positive activity to the 
farmers as  an incentive to those who have riot  yet pnid their fees. 
Operation Eulcl  Maintenance (O&M)  Fees 
o&M fees have  been collected in Dewahuwa, with varying success, since 
In 
1984. 
then recovered slightly during 1986 due to the threat of  legal action. 
Tract 5  which  consists of  65 allotments (approximately 325 acres), the amount 
collected as of  August  1986 was Rs 19862.50.  It was approximately 30.5%  of 
the total amount  that should have been paid by the farmers for the two years. 
Including the amount due for 1986  the percentage collected is about 20% the 
total mount due. 
Cormnission  who are  given a commission  of  5%.  In DerJahuwa  the Colonization 
Officer and  Field Inspector are collecting it, 
four turnout groups within Tract 5  are given in Table  10. 
The amount collected dropped dramatically after the first year and 
Collection the fee is handled by  officers of  the Land 
Collection rates from the 
Table  10.  O&M  collection rates in Tract 5. 
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... The last turnout group (To  13) is comprised predominantly of Muslim 
farmers from large families who  have subdivided their lands mng  family 
membe&  (and which  are generally leased out on ande  basis). 
pooling of family resources,  the percentage of those paying the M  fee  is 
comparatively  higher thm  in other  groups, 
Because  of their 
Only owners are required to pay the O&M  fee, although in some cases  the 
. ownhrs have passed on this burden  to their tenants,  In the Intensive sample, 
only 12% of the cultivators were legal owners, although another  37% were 
close relations of  the owners with mess  to the land  either as their birth- 
right or through  formal or informal rents considerably less than market 
value.  The remining cultivators were tenants (see  Table 16).  As a result 
af the land tenure  status of the operators,  the owners who  are required to 
pay the fee are  not readily accessible to the fee collectors. 
The small number of owners  in the sample does not provide a statistic- 
ally valid characterization of owners’ payment behavior, but it does corrob- 
orate the Tract wise data presented abve, 
sample, only two had paid fees for at least one year;  in the Extensive sample 
18 of 29 owners had paid. 
of these farmers who  paid and did not pay (Table  11).0 
Of 6  owners in the Intensive 
The  following tables describe the characteristics 
Table 11. 
Intensive sample, Deduwa 1984-1986. 
Numbers of farmers  who paid or did not pay ChW  fees  in Tract 6, 
Table 12.  Years farmers paid fee,  Tract 5 Intensive sample. 
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Interviews with farmers revealed a poor understanding of what happened 
to the fees after they were collected. 
samples did not know who controlled the funds (Table 13), nor what the funds 
had not been  used for (Table  14). 
payment, the vast  majority of sample farmers felt that the O&M  fee is 
basically a good idea (Intensive  sample: 58%; Extensive sample: 72%); only 5% 
of the Intensive sample and  7% of the Extensive sample felt strongly that O&M 
fees should not be levied (Table  15). 
A  clear majority of operators in both 
Rather surprisingly, given the level of 
Table 13. 
the collected o&M fees, Ded~urm,  yala 1986. 
Number of paying farmers who knew who  controls 
Table  14. 
have  been used, kwahuwa,  yala  1986. 
Number of paying farmers’  who knew how fees 
Table  15.  Farmers’ views  on the O&M  fee, Dewah-, 
yafa  1986. 
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Most of the residents of Dewnhi  in scheme 
..  .  ’.  ..  . 
re farmera,  thc sans and 
daughters of original allottees whose families (or  spouse’s  family) settled 
in the scheme during the 1950s. 
search samples do not represent a statistically representative cross-section 
of Dewahuwa society, since non-farmers  have been deliberately excluded.  . 
milk agriculture is by far the major economic activity within the scheme, 
there are other sources of income which some residents pursue  full-time,  and 
which many more farmers pursue part-time.  In this section,  a brief sketch is 
presented of the economic context  of farmers from the Intensive sample  (n=W) 
in Tract 5, recognizing that the economic importance of off-fano work  is 
under-represented in this sketch. 
The farmers of Dewahuwa who  comprise the re- 
. 
Land  Tenure 
Most farmers  in the sample are non-owner cultivators,  Only 12% of cul- 
When family-tenure  cul-  tivators in the Intensive sample were  legal owners. 
The  tenurial arrwements are outlined in Table 16.9 
‘  tivators (children or relations of thc  larid  owner)  the.figw-e rises to 48%b 
Table 16.  Percentage breakdown  of tenurial arrangements in Dewahuwa, 
yala 1986. 
Farming is the main source of income even for families with no land of 
their own,  either through renting or encroaching irrigated land, or through 
highland cultivation. 
mic opportunities for many families, in spite of the subdivisions that have 
taken place over the years.  Some  second and third generation families own 
portions of a  highland plot, but no  land within the irrigated corranand.  More 
comnanly,  1md-poor.householdz  seek their agricultural livlihoods outside th 
scheme boundaries on encroached land officially classified as forest reserve 
Highland agriculture,  whether  in residential plots or encroached areas, 
The  3  acre  residential plots in Dewahuwa offer econo-. 
~ 
is rainfed during maha,  but  generally requires supplementary irrigation 
during yala.  Tobacco  is popular,  as it requires little water  and does well 
in this area; other crops  include chilli, green gram, and sesame.  Irrigati 
water  is generally  pumped from we3 Is or from drainages,  depending upon  the 
location.  Those who  can  afford to purchase or rent pumps can cultivate mr 
26 land. 
comd  area is common, wherever a  water source can be tap@  by  a  plastic 
pipe, 
major portions of their own  allotments, leased  out their bethma sections and 
used the income to finance their non-bethrna  cultivation. 
During the yala season, cultivating in the nori-kthn~i  areas of the 
Some  tail end farmers in Tracts 7 and  8 were able to cultivate the 
Credit and Finance 
To finance their yala cultivation, most farmers used  their income from 
the previous maha  season.  These who  did not have adequate  income,  or who had 
to pay off accumulated debts, resorted  to private sources of credit.  The 
number  of farmers utilizing institutional (bank) credit is almost nil: 2%  and 
6% in the Intensive and Extensive samples,  respectively. 
finance are given in Table 17. 
The sources of 
Some  farmers in Tracts 7-9 were able to obtain agricultural credit under 
For  other farmers,  renting out a prt 
the Central Bank’s  Regional Developnent  Project, through  their membership in 
the Budugehinne Farmers’  Organization. 
of their land was a common means  of finaricing  the cultivation in the remain- 
ing portion, or in encroached areas.  The  larid  prices for uplarid  (light 
soils) areas was  higher than the prices of poorly drained land; thus,  some 
farmers leased out their own  land or their bethma  section in the higher, 
head-end areas and  cultivated their OFCs  (mostly chilli) illegally in the 
non-bethma area by  either pumping or diverting water from  the drainages. 
Credit from money lenders has an interest rate of  about 20% per  month, 
though the exact amount varies according to the relationship with the farmer. 
In addition to direct payments  of interest there were other arrangements with 
the money lenders such as repaying the amount  in kind.  During the period of 
cultivation, the farmer takes a  loan at no  interest, but with the promise to 
give paddy for the value of Rs.  35-40 per bushel during the harvest (when the 
market price would be Rs 75-85).  This system is more widespread during the 
27 -1  . .i  P 
maha  season,  when paddy  is the predominant crop. 
stated that they could sell their crops  ut the mnrkct price, even at harvest.  . 
From  these sm  traders, fanners also obtain other inputs as well as domestic 
goods  on a credit basis,  A  rough  estimate (since  these data are difficult to 
collect with accuracy)  is that 80% of  farm families get goods on credit, 
Huwever, some  farmers 
Farmers claimed they do not repay  interest to friends and relatives. 
.How&er,  there are some forms of informal  repayment which are not explicitly 
considered as such (i,e,  , giving 3  or 4  bags of chilli during harvest, 
Employment off-farm is a strategy of necessity for many  second and third 
generation households,  but it is also a strategy of choice for many  tradera, 
who  choose to lease out their irrigated land to give full attention to bud- 
new.  A  few people, find agricultural wage work  in surrounding areas,  par- 
ticularly Ehhaweli H area, less than 3  hour to the north,  by bus.  However, 
most agricultural work  is confirid within the  scheme, or in highlmid cultitra- 
tion adjacent to the scheme. 
huwa, it is more lucrative non-agricultural  work that they seek. 
If workers  look  beyond the boundaries of Dewa- 
Non-agricultural employment within the scheme centers on carpentry, con- 
struction,  and boutiques. 
of Tract 5  than is reflected in the Intensive sample of farmers. 
is manufactured from timber supplied through both  legal and illegal means. 
Another employment strategy practiced by young  women  is to work  as housemaids 
in the Middle East, staying for several years,  and providing  remittances that 
help their families finance cultivation. 
centered along the bazaar in the predominantly Muslim comity  of 3ulmmwa 
in Tract  5, which  is the largest market  in the scheme.  L 
Carpentry is more important to the economic life 
Furniture 
I 
Traders and  boutique owners are 
Table 18.  Occupations among household members 
of Dewahuwa  Intensive sample (n=60),  yala  1986 
28 Table 18  presents data on the primary and  secondary occupations from the 
Intensive sample farmers and their houscholds. 
household (defined  as sharing the same physical residence) aged 14 or older, 
are included. 
ferent households with an average size of 5.7  members  (all  ages).  The aver- 
age  number of  people who can be considered of working  age (age 14  and  above 
is 3.7 per  household.  Of the 206  people in the 56 households, two-thirds are  ’ 
fadrs;  only 16% reported a  secondary occupation. 
All members of the  fnmer’s 
The 60  farmers in the Intensive sample belonged to 56 dif- 
This report has documented the irrigation management practices of far- 
mers and  agency  field staff 
the sense of constituting a 
study pints to a  number of 
the country. 
in one  irrigation scheme.  Although  limited in 
single, perhaps not representative case,  the 
problems common to other irrigation schemes in 
Organizational Structure 
One  obstacle to the coordinated management of the Dewahuwa  irrigation 
system has been  the cross-cutting jurisdictions of different line agencies 
(e.g,,  Agrarian Services,  the Department of Agriculture, md the Irrigation 
Department) and  administrative divisions (e.g., Matale and  Anuradhapura dis- 
tricts).  Since this study was  conducted, there has been a realignment of 
some domains, notably the jurisdiction of the KVS  (Agriculture  Department) 
and  the Colonization Officer, 
Farmer  organizations have been institutfd in Dewnhuwa  at the level of 
the project and  the subproject, but not at the distributary or field-channel 
levels.  Both the project committee and  the two committees at the tract level 
(Tracts 1-7  and Tracts 8-9  which meet together) appear  to provide effective 
interaction among Farmer  Reps,  md between the Farmer  Reps  and project offi- 
cials, particularly the TA and the Project Manager.  The  role of the Farmer 
Rep  is recognized both legally, through  the Agrarian Services Act,  and prac- 
tically, as evidenced by the level of payment  (rowghly  75%) of owner  fanners 
to their respective FRs, 
deal depending upon  their individual leadership abilities and  their dedica- 
tion to their poorly paid positions. 
However, the effectiveness of  FRs varies a  great 
A  major  constraint to the FR’s  mnringement  effectiveness is the high pro- 
portion of cultivators who have a temporary  relationship  with the landowner 
through 8 lease, mortgage, or ande agreement.  These cultivators tend to feel 
they do not have a right to seek help from  the FR;  in the Intensive sample, 
only 12% of all farmers  had received the  FR’s etssislmvx during the  scnscm. 
The  farmers  in one “turnout group”  urirler  the guidance nf one  FR, do  not 
necessnrily comprise a  hydrological uiij t ; rather, the bourrdnrics  of‘ turnout 
groups are defined as spatial subsections of the total system,  which  may 
include part or all of one or more F-channels, as well as direct-issue turn- 
outs from  the distributary, or  even the main  canal.  Farmers  within a  single 
F-channel have no designated leader  other than the FR,  who  may have 
29 obligations in other F-channels as well. 
less on  their own  to distribute water within the turnout.  No formal arrange- 
ments  for water distribution were observed within the turnout; rather, far- 
mere took water 89  they could, with tail-end farmers  often resorting to night 
irrigation. 
Irrigation Practices 
As a  result, farmers are more  or 
t 
Plans for yafa water issues,  rotations, and  bethma divisions begin at 
’  the end of the preceding  maha  season,  with the pre-kanna meeting.  Farmer 
Reps,  but not regular farmers, participate in the Tract Cornnittee and Project 
Comnrittee meetings that lead up to the pre-kanna meeting. 
participate in the pre-kanna and  kanna meetings. 
cials have  a  definite plan which they take to the farmers  at the pre-kannrr, 
meeting, there is scope for revision.  The  yala 1986 water  plan which finally 
emerged  reflected some compromises regarding the bethma divisions (e.g., 
extending the irrigated area into Tract 7, to reduce the distance between 
tail end  farmers and their bettuna  allotments), 
Any  farmer  can 
Although the project offi- 
Plans for the start of water  issues were not adhered  to, because  of 
early rains.  The issue dste for land preparation was  advanced  from May 1 to 
4  April, which unfortunately coincided with New Year festivities. 
made far water  rotations within some distributaries (during the growing sea- 
son), but for various reasons were not implemented successfully. 
Plans were 
Water  distribution practices revealed conflicts of jurisdiction lmtween 
the Irrigator (an  employee of the Irrigation Department) and the Farmer Reps. 
In general, the Irrigator has greater authority than the Farmer &p,  but 
does not have any direct control over them. 
who  alternated responsibility for Tract 5  had  varying standads which  they 
applied for adjustim turnout gates. 
their own,  with only sporadic assistance from Farmer  Reps.  In spite of  the 
absence of any formal organization at the F-channel level, farmers were succ- 
essful in obtaining water either through passive acceptance 04  what  was  avai- 
lable to them,  or through direct action during the night, as in the case of 
tail-end farmers  of FC 6  in Tract 5.  Within  the allotment,  the cultivators 
of the owner’s  portion generally had priority over  the be-  partners; 
again, these arrangements were worked out individually. 
Cleaning of the distributaries was  done either by the Irrigation Deprt- 
3 
In  addition, the two Irrigators 
Within F-channels, fanners were  on 
ment directly or by the farmers,  at the behest of project officials.  Clean- 
ing F-channels was  carried out individually,  with some input  from  FRs.  In 
neither case  were organized work groups formed to clean at the same time; the 
tradition of sm  is not applied to channel maintenance at Dewahuwa. 
Payment  of O&M fees,  while low, is nonetheless significant.  Collection 
rates are difficult to evaluate because of the way  accounting is done: fees 
collected are credited to the year  they were  due, rather than to the year 
they were paid. 
are increasing or decreasing.  The  total collected ranges from 1525%. 
Farmers’ ignorance of where  their fees go is significant,  and  suggests the 
need for better cmunication  about the reasons for fee collection. 
It is therefore difficult to assess whether repayment rates 
30 L 
Farmers'  Economic  Context 
The  high proportion of  non-owner cultivators,  and  more specifically, 
cultivators who  are not related to the owners,  stands as the single most 
significant fact of Deduua's agrarian context. 
responsibility for lack of channel cleaning and wasteful water  use to tem- 
porary  cultivators who  have  no permanent  stake  in the irrigation system. 
Encroachers are not a  major problem in terms of water use. 
of  water during yaLa to irrigate allotments not included in the recognized 
bethma area is more significant. 
but also try to pump  drainage water into their own  allotments, encourage,  and 
sometimes ensure, extra water  flow into the drains. 
Farmers consistently laid 
The  illegal use 
Land owners who  are given bethma portions, 
Off-farm employment is a source of  financing agricultural mtivities, 
and  helps supports the ever-growing population of the scheme. 
study is based on a  sample of farmers, rather than on all residents, the full 
rmge of off-farm activities is under-represented in the sample, 
less,  the importance  of off-farm employment is evident,  prticularly as 
families grow and  individual landholdings diminish in size, 
Since this 
Nonethe- 
The cost of credit is prohibitively high for my  farmers who  rely in- 
stead either on  their own  savings,  or on credit in kind from shop keepers  and 
.traders,  where  the interest rates are disguisd through complex  arrangements. 
Institutional credit, while far cheaper in theory than private credit, is 
generally unavailable to farmers who  have previously defaulted on loans. 
Finally, the role of upland and chena agriculture, although not specifi- 
cally a part of this study, is of critical importance to some  families,  par- 
ticularly for children of allottees who  cannot expect  to inherit sizeable 
portions of irrigated land. 
original settlement have been subdivided,  but still remain  large  enough to 
provide many  households with significant agricultural production of non-paddy 
crops.  The  "chena" is settled,  and located just outside the boundaries of 
the scheme, some of  it in land officially termed  "forest reserve."  Where 
sources of water can be found -- wells or drainages -- farmers often provide 
supplemental irrigation to their chena plots, either by  hand or by pumps. 
Irrigation outside of Dewahuwa's  official command area would  be a  useful 
study in itself, 
The  3  acre highland allotments provided in the 
In its fourth decade  as a  settlement scheme, Dewahuwa  is undergoing 
important changes in its organizational structure. 
ect Manager  has initiated in coordinating the functions of  the various line 
agencies at the field level,  and in facilitating the developnent of farmer 
organizations, is clearly making headway.  "he ingredients are in place for 
further  improvements in organizational arrangements that can lead to more 
productive use of irrigation water, 
amined further in a  future report. 
The work  which the Proj- 












"Social Aspects  of Water Management during the Maha Season 1985/86  in 
Dewahuwa  and Mahaweli H-2 Block 305: Precept and  Practice,"  by Senarath 
Bularddame,  IIMI Working Paper  No.  1, 1986. 
The  report of the larger study on "Irrigation Management for Crop  Diver- 
here, is currently under  preparation. 
' sification," which will also incorporate SOITBE of the data presented 
INMAS stands  for "Integrated  Management System"  which was  introduced by 
the newly created Irrigation  Management Division (IMD)  in 1984.  At the 
time of this study,  Dewahuwa  was one of  32 schemes included under the 
INMAS program. 
The  so-called "life irrigation" area is on the left banir of Heyanella 
Oya  (the  some of water for Dewahuwa Tank), opposite Tract 3  (see  Map 
1).  As  part of the JICA-funded rehabilitation work  in the 1970s,  a 
pumping station was  constructed to lift water into a  storage tank on the 
adjacent hill slope,  with delivery to the fields by open channels. 
system hss never been used. 
The 
Over the years these allotments have become  subdivided through  fissfon- 
ing of families, mortagages,  leasing, and a  few outright sales.  In the 
Tract  5  sample from  1985/86  the average number of operators per  5-acre 
allotment uas 3.6.  Only 30% of these operators were original allottees 
or family members (see Bulankulame), op.  cit., pp,  4-5). 
Selection criteria for Farmer  Reps are described in IMD Booklet No. 3, 
"Handbook  on Farmer Organizations in Major Irrigation Schemes". 
One  Cube =  100 cubic feet, normally measured on the ground in sections 
10'  x  10'  x 1" 
Payment  of O&M fees  in credited to the earliest year's fee still out- 
standing, 
considered to have paid "for" the first year due,'  which  is 1984.  The 
higher proportion of farmers who  have paid their 1984  fees do not neces- 
sarily mean that the  of  payment is declining (although  according to 
knowledgeable officials, it is). 
Thus, a farmer who  paid  for the first time in 1986  would be 
The  differences in tenurial composition  between the two samples is att- 
ributable to the fact that the Extensive sample was intentionally  biased 
towards  those farmers cultivating the largest plot within a  subdivided 
allotment, for purposes of the economic analysis of agricultural prduc- 
tion, The  Intensive sample includes all farmers within two turnouts, 
regardless 
section on 
of lmdholdiG size. 
methodology. 
Sample selection is discussed 
32 i 
Map  2,  Sample areas (shaded) within Tract 5,  Dewahuwa 
MAP  2 